ABSTRACT. We consider virtual pullbacks in K-theory, and show that they are bivariant classes and satisfy certain functoriality. As applications to K-theoretic counting invariants, we include proofs of a virtual localization formula for schemes and a degeneration formula in Donaldson-Thomas theory.
INTRODUCTION 0.1. Virtual pullbacks were introduced and developed for Chow groups in [27] , we work out parallel results for K 0 groups of coherent sheaves. K-theoretic virtual pullbacks also give rise to bivariant classes (cf. [3, Definition 4.1]) and satisfy functoriality. To prove these results, we follow the arguments in [27] , [18] , and [11] .
As localization and degeneration techniques are fundamental in curve-counting theories, we also include proofs of a K-theoretic virtual localization formula for schemes and a degeneration formula in Donaldson-Thomas (DT) theory. These formulas are known and straightforward to prove given their cycle versions. For applications to K-theoretic computations, see e.g., [28] . 0.2. We work over a field k, schemes and algebraic stacks are over k and (locally) of finite type. 0.3. The mechanism of virtual pullbacks is the same as that of Gysin pullbacks along regular embeddings.
Given a closed immersion between schemes f : X → Y, we have a deformation space M • f . It is a scheme flat over P 1 and the diagram below is cartesian
Here C f is the normal cone of f . (See [11, Chapter 5] .) When Y is of finite type, we can define deformation to the normal cone map
Remark 0.1. A closed embedding ι : C f → E f corresponds to a perfect obstruction theory for f . The functoriality of virtual pullbacks depends on compatibilities between perfect obstruction theories ( [4, 27] ). See Proposition 2.11 below for a precise statement. 0.4. In this note, instead of Chow groups, we work with K 0 groups of coherent sheaves. In Section 1, we recall relevant definitions including DM morphisms, perfect obstruction theories, and bivariant classes, and collect some results on K 0 groups of algebraic stacks and deformation spaces. Section 2 concerns virtual pullbacks. Bivariance follows from properties of the deformation space functor M • , while functoriality relies furthermore on [18, Proposition 1] and requires some efforts to prove. In Section 3, a localization formula for schemes is proved by the method of [5] . In Section 4, we indicate how arguments in [24, 26] lead to a degeneration formula in DT theory. . Then f 1 = f 0 × f f 0 is unramified, which is easy to see using the diagram
Deformation spaces.
To each DM morphism f : X → Y between algebraic stacks, we have a deformation space M • f . It is a flat family over P 1 whose fiber over {∞} is the intrinsic normal C f , and over A 1 = P 1 − {∞}, it is isomorphic to the product Y × A 1 .
For a closed immersion between schemes, M • f is constructed in [11, Chapter 5] . In general, M • f is constructed by descent ( [19, 20, 18] ). First, the construction of M • as algebraic spaces for unramified morphisms between algebraic spaces is achieved by usingétale groupoids in schemes, as unramified morphisms areétale locally immersions. In general, we can represent f as a map between groupoids 
is qcqs, represent it as á etale groupoid of immersions, and run the argument above again.
For the only if direction, if M • f is qcqs, then M • f → P 1 is qcqs, so its fibers C f and Y are qcqs. As the zero section of a cone stack is qcqs, X → Spec k as the composition of X → C f and C f → Spec k is qcqs. Presumably, the deformation space construction gives rise to a functor M • from the (2, 1)-category of morphisms between algebraic stacks to the (3, 1)-category of algebraic 2-stacks, and M • f is a 1-stack when f is DM. Assuming the expected properties of M • , one can introduce virtual pullbacks for Artin stacks involving 2-stacks. If we truncate 2-stacks to 1-stacks (i.e., taking π ≤1 .), then we have the version of virtual pullbacks in [31] , which is similar to working with obstruction sheaves instead of vector bundle stacks. We hope to address these matters in [32] .
Proposition 1.2 (cf. [27, Theorem 2.31]). Given a cartesian diagram of algebraic stacks
1.3. Grothendieck groups of coherent sheaves.
1.3.1. We will use K 0 (−) to denote the Grothendieck group of an abelian category or a triangulated category. Recall the Grothendieck group of an abelian category A is the abelian group generated by symbols [a] for each object a in A modulo relations generated by
The Grothendieck group of a triangulated cateogory D is defined similarly, it is the abelian group generatored by [x] for objects x in D and relations
Let D be a triangulated category with a t-structure. Denote A D its heart and D b the full subcategory of D consisting of bounded objects, i.e., x ∈ D such that H n (x) = 0 for |n| >> 0, here
If we have a triangulated functor F : As maps between K 0 groups are induced by derived functors, it is more flexible to to think of
is the full subcategory of the derived category of O X -modules with coherent cohomology. 
Because of the condition on the pushfoward map above, we decided to consider pushforwards only along proper DM maps for simplicity. Remark 1.6. Covariance and contravariance are interpreted with respect to the homotopy category of stacks, as it is easy to see that the flat pullback f ! or the proper pushforward f * only depends on the homotopy class of f .
Let X be an algebraic stack, quasi compact and quasi-separated 1 , locally of finite type over k, and Z an closed substack of X with complement U, then we have the localization sequence
This can be proved as if X is a Noetherian scheme using [21, Proposition 15.4] .
For a morphism i : X → Y that is smooth locally a regular closed immersion between schemes, we have a Gysin pullback i ! . Given a cartesian diagram
where Tor
In particular, for the zero section of a vector bundle stack, we have a Gysin pullback. Remark 1.7. For a summary of Tor sheaves, see, e.g., [3, 3.1, 3.2] . To extend results proved for tor sheaves on schemes to algebraic stacks, we note that the formation of Tor in (4) When i : X → Y is represented by a regular closed immersion, we have
For F a coherent sheaf on X and G a coherent sheaf on Y, denote by
As the projection maps pr X , pr Y are flat, we have an induced map
1 The map X → X × X is quasi-compact and quasi-separated.
Bivariant classes.
The notion of an operational bivariant class for a representable map between quotient stacks is introduced in [3] . It is straightforward to adapt the definition there to algebraic stacks in general.
Let f : X → Y be a map between algebraic stacks, we have a group opK 0 (X
These maps should commute with proper DM pushforwards, flat pullbacks, and Gysin pullbacks.
Remark 1.8. Proper DM pushforwards are not too restrictive, considering pushforwards in Chow groups (with rational coefficients) are defined only for proper DM morphisms.
Perfect obstruction theories. Given a morphism
qcoh (X) the cotangent complex of f . Here D qcoh (X) is the full subcategory of the derived category of O X -modules (on the lisse-étale site of X) with quasi-coherent cohomology sheaves. Cotangent complexes for algebraic stacks behave the same as those for schemes ( [1, 2.4] ).
An obstruction theory for f is given by a map φ :
qcoh (X), and a perfect obstruction theory φ :
, and any such imbedding corresponds to some POT. So a POT can be viewed either as some map in the derived category or an embedding of the intrinsic normal cone into some vector bundle stack. We will switch between these two viewpoints freely.
For a cartesian diagram
given by the composition
The induced embedding of C g is given by the compostion
VIRTUAL PULLBACKS
In this section, all stacks are of finite type and quasi-separated over k.
2.1.
Deformation to the normal cone map. Let f : X → Y be a DM morphism between algebraic stacks. As M • f is qcqs by Lemma 1.1, we have a localization sequence to define the deformation to the normal cone map
using K-theoretic version of (2) 
where f is DM. Let ξ : C g → C f be the induced map between cone stacks.
(2) if ν is flat, then ξ is flat, and
Proof. We treat the proper pushforward case, the flat pullback case is similar and easier.
As
where horizontal arrows are localization sequences, and vertical arrows are proper pushforwards. Using the commutativity between flat pullbacks, proper pushforwards, and Gysin pullbacks, a diagram chase gives the result of (1).
Virtual pullbacks. Definition 2.2 (cf. [27, Definition 3.7] ). Assume f is DM, a perfect obstruction theory (POT)
as the composition:
where s is the zero section of E f , s ! its Gysin pullback.
Remark 2.3. When f is smooth and DM, the identity map of L f gives rise to a POT, and the virtual pullback is the same as the flat pullback.
Bivariance. Consider a cartesian diagram
We will show that the collection of maps Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.5 (Commutativity). Given a cartesian diagram
Proof. It is enough to show
Consider the cartesian diagram
Unravel the definition, it is easy to see that
Theorem 2.6. Virtual pullbacks are bivariant classes.
Proof. Since we have proved virtual pullbacks commute with proper DM pushforwards, flat pullbacks, and Gysin pullbacks, they are bivariant classes.
Remark 2.7. In fact, as a virtual pullback is determined by flat pullbacks, proper pushforwards and Gysin pullbacks, one can show that virtual pullbacks commute with bivariant classes. In particular, they commute with refined Gysin maps (See e.g., [3, Section 3]) 2.4. Functoriality. We will need the local description of deformation spaces. Con-
and we see that over P 1 − {0} − {∞} where {∞} is the point T = 0, we get the 
Proof. First consider the case when Y is a scheme and C is a cone. Locally Y is given by an affine scheme Spec A and C = Spec S • , where S • is an A algebra generated over S 0 = A by S 1 . As Y → C is given by the ideal
There is an isomorphism
Consider the isomorphism (6) over P 1 − {0} − {∞}, the right hand side is iso-
and (6) induces
that corresponds to the isomorphism
Here t is the coordinate on P 1 − {0}.
The map M • s → C is given by projection to C over P 1 − {∞}, and (b, t) → bt over P 1 − {0}.
By the functorial nature of these identifications and the descent construction of deformation spaces, we see
and we are back to the case for cones over algebraic spaces. To see that σ s is the identity, note that over P 1 − {0}, M • f is given by C × A 1 , and the pullback to C via {t} → A 1 is independent of t. Remark 2.9. The proof also shows that given a commutative diagram
where the horizontal arrows are zero sections of cone stacks, and ξ is equivariant with respect to their A 1 action, the induced map (1) The triangle
We have an induced closed immersion
is a POT for f (resp. s). Then we can construct a compatible triple
from the middle vertical arrow is given by the composition
It is then easy to check the following two triangles are isomorphic:
Thus we have a commutative diagram
As vertical arrows are closed immersions and the bottom arrow is an isomorphism, the top arrow is a closed immersion. (3) follows from (2).
Proposition 2.11 (Functoriality). Let f , g be DM morphisms, denote their composition by h:
X f / / h 3 3 Y g / / S.
Assume we have a compatible triple between POTs
f * E • g / / E • h / / E • f f * L g / / L h / / L f ,
i.e., vertical arrows are POTs, and horizontal arrows are distinguished triangles, then
h ! = f ! • g ! .
Proof. Denote by E f the vector bundle stack h
Step 1: It is enough to show
, since the situation is identical under base change.
Consider the map κ : X × P 1 → M • g over P 1 and the cartesian diagram
In the proof of Theorem 1 in [18] , a virtual pullback κ is constructed such that
Here the virtual pullback (s • f ) ! is defined by Lemma 2.10 using the POT of f and s, the POT for s corresponds to the closed immersion C s ≃ C g → E g . Construction of κ ! is recalled in the remark below. Then argue as in the proof of Theorem 6.5 in [11] , we see
or the functoriality for the map X f / / Y s / / C g . More precisely, for any el-
) such that its restriction to S × A 1 equals the pullback of F to S × A 1 , then
.
Here i ! 0 and i ! ∞ are Gysin pullbacks, and σ g : K(S) → K(C g ) is the map defined by deformation to the normal cone. As
Here we used i
where the horizontal arrows are zero sections, we only need to prove functoriality for X → Y → E g , where the POT for Y → E g is given by the identification of its intrinsic normal cone with E g , and the induced virtual pullback is the Gysin pullback.
Step 2: Abusing notation, we use s : X → E g to denote the zero section of E g . Consider the cartesian diagram
Here s ! X , F ! are induced from s, f by base change, and we need to check there is a compatible triple
which follows from the commutativity of the diagram
Step 3: By the arguments in Step 1, we see that s ! X • F ! = (F • s X ) ! follows from the functoriality for the map
f by our construction. Now functoriality means the Gysin pullback along X → f * E g × X E f is the composition of Gysin pullbacks along f * E g → f * E g × X E f and X → f * E g , and this is known.
Remark 2.12. We recall the construction of κ ! , which is determined by a closed embedding of N X×P 1 M • Y S into some vector bundle stack. Consider the following map between distinguished triangles over X × P 1 :
where c(µ), c(ν) are the mapping cones of µ, ν resp. µ is defined as the composition
Here T and U are homogeneous coordinates on P 1 , can is the canonical map f * L g → L h . The map ν is defined similarly.
It is easy to check c(ν) is a two term complex of vector bundles as there is a distinguished triangle
Here O P 1 (1) comes from the exact sequence
Note that c(ν) → c(µ) is 1-connective, or its cone sits in degree ≤ −2, therefore we have a closed immersion:
Recall [18, Proposition 1] says that
h 1 /h 0 (c(µ) ∨ ) ≃ N X×P 1 M • Y S, so (7) embeds N X×P 1 M • Y S into a vector bundle stack h 1 /h 0 (c(ν) ∨ ). Remark 2.13. When X → Y → Sare regular closed embeddings, we obtained functoriality for Gysin pullbacks.
Excess intersection formula. Assume f is a closed imbedding and consider
, where E is locally free sheave. Proposition 2.14. Assume f is a closed imbedding, E [1] → L f a POT, where E is a locally free sheaf. We have an excess intersection formula,
Use the fact that virtual pullbacks and push forwards commute.
2.6. Remarks.
To define a virtual pullback on
, but f is a composition of a mapf : X → Z with Z being of finite type and quasi-separated over k, and anétale map j : : Z → Y, then we can still define the map σf
Using functoriality, it is easy to check that the map σf • j ! is independant of the factorization f = j •f , thus by abusing notation we denote the resulting pullback by σ f .
Then one can define a pullback f ! as before using σ f , as σ f is the composition of anétale pullback and a virtual pullback, it is straightforward to extended results in this section to this slightly more general situation.
2.6.2. Twisted virtual structure sheaves correspond to twisted virtual pullbacks of the form
− − → X) the bivariant class induced by derived tensoring with P • . Properties of twisted virtual pullbacks follow from those of virtual pullbacks.
A VIRTUAL LOCALIZATION FORMULA
The proof of the virtual localization formula in [13] can be streamlined using virtual pullbacks, and an optimal form is obtained in [5] . The arguments in [5, Section 3] can be used to prove the K-theoretic virtual localization formula conjectured in [9, Conjecture 7.2], the keypoint is that a modified POT of the fixed substack is compatibile with the POT of the ambient stack, then the functoriality of virtual pullbacks gives the virtual localization formula.
Remark 3.1. The localization formula [6, Theorem 5.3.1] for dg-schemes is also proved by constructing a virtual pullback π 0 (i) ! .
3.1. Notation and Conventions. We will use T to denote the torus C * .
3.1.1. A T-stack X is an algebraic stack X with a T action, a T-map f : X → Y between T-stacks is a map that respects the T action on X and Y. We will denote X T the quotient stack [X/T], and π X the quotient map X → X T . For a T-map f , we have an induced map f T : X T → Y T between X T and Y T .
Remark 3.2. There is an equivalence between the 2-category of T-stacks and the 2-category of stacks over BT.
For a T-stack X, π *
X induces an equivalence between the category of coherent sheaves on X T and the category of T equivariant coherent sheaves on X is A T-equivariant coherent sheaf F on X corresponds to a coherent sheaf
, and therefore can be identified via π * X :
3.1.4. Let X be T stack, DM and of finite type over C, X T its fixed substack, we will use i : X T → X to denote the inclusion of X T as a substack.
mov of i * E • into its fixed and moving parts, which come from T-eigensheaves of i * E • with zero and nonzero weights respectively. We have an induced (T-equivariant) POT for X T :
(See [13 
Proof. If we modify the POT for X T to
then we have a compatible triple between POTs
here the first row is the direct sum of (i
module becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with Q(t) by, e.g., [8, Theorem 3.3 (a)], we see that
is an inverse to i T * by Proposition 2.14. By Lemma 3.6 below,
Combine the results above, we see that
, and this is the same as 
Proof. Let C f be the intrinsic normal cone of X, C(E) = Spec Sym E the cone associated with E, and F the vector bundle stack h 1 /h 0 (F •∨ ) associate to F • . Then the closed imbedding C f → F × X C(E) induced by ψ ′ is the composition of the closed imbedding C f → F induced by ψ and the closed embedding F → F × X C(E) induced by the zero section X → C(E). Consider the cartesian diagram
A DEGENERATION FORMULA IN DT THEORY
In this section, the base field k is C, the field of complex numbers. It is straightforward to adapt the arguments in [24, 26] to write down a degeneration formula in DT theory. The difference between the K-theoretic version and the Chow version comes from formal group laws, and this is the content of [ 
Expanded degenerations.
Expanded degenerations are introduced in [23] , see [14, Section 2.5] for non-rigid expansions or rubbers. An extensive discussion can be found in [2] .
We recall expanded degenerations associated to X → C, relative pairs (Y ± , D ± ), and non-rigid expansions of (D, N + ), which will be denoted by X Remark 4.4. The stacks T , T ∼ , and C 0 , the fiber of C → C over 0, are algebraic stacks, having quasi-compact, separated diagonals, locally of finite type over k.
4.1.3.
Moduli spaces of admissible ideal sheaves. Let H be a π-ample line bundle on X. We will consider moduli spaces of admissible ideal sheaves 3 with finite automorphism groups on expanded degenerations, denoted in the form M # # , where superscripts record Hilbert polynomials, and the subscript indicates the family over which the moduli space is considered. For the family X → C, as it is representable by a projective morphism, we know the Hilbert scheme of this family with Hilbert Polynomial P (with respect to the pullback of H to X) is an algebraic stack projective over C, the intersection of its maximal open DM substack and its open substack of admissible ideal sheaves is denoted by M P .
Similarly, we have M P − , M P ∼ , M P + , all these stacks are proper by [24, Theorem 4.14, 4.15] .
The fiber of M P over 0 ∈ C is denote by M P 0 , it is the moduli space of admissible ideal sheaves on X 0 /C 0 with finite automorphism groups.
From now on we will be only interested in the case when deg P = We denote the module space
